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Abstract 
Reducing carbon emissions is a relevant aspect that helps achieving sustainability. Even if the issue has exceeded 
the alert levels, no shared methodology to internalize these emissions has been adopted yet. In particular, it is 
extremely complex to quantify and to assign a unitary economic value to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions – whose 
economic evaluation shows a large interval, mostly caused by the numerous uncertainties categorised according to 
whether they are of a technical, economic or decisional nature. 

This presentation will dwell particularly upon this issue and its consequences for transport planning, presenting the 
methodologies currently in use and the vast degree of scientific and economic uncertainty that exist. Through an 
extensive review of the plans and the urban strategies adopted, the current stand of transport policy for carbon 
emissions is analysed, drawing some conclusions and possibly inspiring some food for thought for possible future 
perspectives to control the effects of this issue in the long run. 
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